Welcome to Black (W)hole.
Artists and scientists worked together to
create this installation. As you enter the room,
what is the first thing you notice? Look at your
arms, your legs, your shoes—you’re in a star
field! Did you know that constellations were
first imagined by our ancestors? They saw
patterns in the night sky and imagined animals
or mythical heroes. Can you see patterns that

allow your imagination to form a picture?
What pictures can you imagine?

As you approach the center of the room, what do you
see? A swirling disc of light and color moving around an
empty space. But the space is not empty; there is a black hole
in the center! The material that swirls around the black hole forms an
accretion disc. As a star is attracted by the very strong gravity of the black
hole, it begins to orbit the black hole. The gases that make up the star start
to come apart and spread out, forming a disc. Do you know of a planet
with rings around it that form a similar disc?

Walk around the black hole and the accretion disc. Listen to the sounds.
Wait for the rhythmic buzzing to start. Hear it get higher and higher in
pitch. That’s what gravitational waves would sound like if we could hear
them. Violent events in space, like explosions, cause ripples in gravity, just
like when you throw a stone into a pond. Those ripples are gravitational
waves. What do they sound like to you?
Einstein used math and his imagination to predict that objects and events
he could not see must exist. His mathematical equations tell us that
gravitational waves and black holes exist throughout the universe! You can
see some of these equations displayed on the back wall of the room. Can
you find any letters or symbols you recognize?

You may be wondering…
So, what exactly is a black hole? A black
hole is a very, very dense object in space.
Where there is a black hole, gravity is
so strong that nothing can escape its
attraction, not even light! The edge
of the black hole is called the event
horizon, and nothing that crosses it
can ever come back. Eventually all
the material in the accretion disc will
be pulled across the event horizon.
Can you find the event horizon
of our black hole?

If we can’t see a black hole, how
do we know it’s there? We can see

the objects around the black hole, like
stars, and we can see that something
causes them to orbit around a certain spot,
just like the Earth orbits around the Sun. With
special telescopes, we can also see the light
produced by the hot gases in an accretion disc. We
know that something with a lot of gravity must be causing
that disc to form. Can you think of something else that you know is
there, even though you can’t see it? How do you know it’s there?

Could another black hole get sucked in, too? Yes! If a much smaller

black hole is near what we call a supermassive black hole,
it will get pulled by the larger black hole’s gravity.
Look at our projection of a supermassive black
hole. Watch for the smaller black hole
that zooms into orbit. This is called
an Extreme Mass Ratio Inspiral,
or EMRI, because their masses
are so extremely different.
Can you think of objects
in our Solar System with
extremely different masses
that orbit around each other?

Activities for Kids to Try at Home!

A Celebrating Einstein Event

Black (W)hole.

Can you color and label the parts of this black hole? Where is the
event horizon? The accretion disc? Can you add an E M R I ?
Pretend you are a star captured by a black hole’s gravity. How
would you move? Can you stretch and dance like you’re part of the
accretion disc?

Imagination

is more important

than knowledge.

Albert Einstein

Now that you know a lot about black holes, try to write a poem about
them. You can use your poem to teach someone else what you’ve learned!
Einstein used “thought experiments” to imagine events he couldn’t see. Can
you do a thought experiment to imagine what happens when two
supermassive black holes are near each other? Draw a picture of
what you imagine.
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